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Abstract— In this paper, we build off results from geometric
mechanics to gain fresh insight into the locomotion of underactuated systems. More specifically, we use the connection,
which relates body velocity to internal shape changes, to
create a set of vector fields on the shape space. Each of
these fields corresponds to one component of the body velocity
(forward, lateral, rotational), and together they highlight how
a given shape change will move the system through ambient
space. To demonstrate this approach, we use it to analyze the
motion of several model systems, both simulated and physically
instantiated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Locomotion is an active area of study, with a rich literature approaching the subject from both biological and
controls/physics standpoints. There is much crossover between these approaches, with biological observation driving
biomimetic robot development, and physical analysis providing interpretation of biological data.
In this paper, we use physical analysis to consider the
locomotion problem for multibody, underactuated systems
moving on smooth, level surfaces. Past work in this area
has focused on identifying the net motion resulting from
gaits (cyclic shape changes). Such approaches work well for
capturing the bulk motions of these systems through open
spaces, but miss the intermediate motions. These intermediate motions are especially important when planning motions
that avoid obstacles while moving the system through cluttered spaces. Additionally, these methods rely on the property
of gaits that they start and end in the same shape, forming a
closed loop in the shape space; they thus provide no insight
as to the position change resulting from shape changes that
don’t form a closed loop.
To more fully understand and control these systems, we
wish to go further and characterize the intermediate motions,
with methods that work for shape changes in general and
are not limited to gaits. To this end, we use established
techniques from geometric mechanics to find the connections
for our systems, which relate shape and body velocities. We
then use these relationships to form a set of vector fields on
the shape space. By comparing given shape changes against
these fields, we identify key characteristics of the resulting
motions through ambient space. These characterizations are
valuable both for designing locomotion strategies for robots
and for understanding why biological strategies work.
II. P RIOR W ORK
Our work builds on the body of locomotion literature using
geometric mechanics to separate internal shape changes from
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the external motions they produce. The application of geometric mechanics to locomotion, pioneered by Shapere and
Wilczek [1] and further developed by Murray and Sastry [2]
and Kelly and Murray [3], provides a powerful mathematical
framework for analyzing locomotion. A key product of this
work is the development of the reconstruction equation
for nonholonomic systems, which relates body velocity to
changes in internal shape for a broad class of locomoting
systems. We will not rederive the reconstruction equation
here; for a thorough treatment, see [4]–[6].
Ostrowski et al. [5], [7] combined the reconstruction
equation with Lie bracket theory to generate sinusoidal gaits
which translate and rotate a variety of snake-like systems.
Bullo and Lynch used the reconstruction equation to decouple the locomotion of kinodynamic systems and design
kinematic gaits [8]. More recently, there has been interest
in applying these techniques to swimming robots, such as
McIsaac and Ostrowski’s work on anguilliform (eel-like)
robots [9] and Morgansen’s work on fish [10], both of which
combine the geometric approach with biomimetic elements.
It is not generally possible to integrate the reconstruction
equation in closed form, raising difficulties for the inverse
problem of finding shape changes which result in desired
translations. In special cases, however, Stokes’s theorem can
be used to find the net resulting motion from gaits [3].
Mukherjee [11] used this principle to analyze the motion of
rolling disks. Shammas et al. [6], [12] built on this approach
to define functions on the shape space of their three-link
robots, which allowed the design of gaits resulting in signdefinite displacements. A similar technique was used by
Melli et al. [13] to generate gaits for a swimming robot.
III. BACKGROUND M ATERIAL
The present work makes use of key results from geometric
mechanics, the salient points of which we review here.
A. Fiber Bundles and Connections
The configuration q ∈ Q of a multibody, mobile robot
separates naturally into q = (g, r), where g ∈ G is
the position and orientation of the system in the ambient
space, and r ∈ M is the shape of the system, i.e., the
relative positions of the component bodies. In the parlance of
differential geometry, this separation is equivlent to assigning
to Q the structure of a trivial fiber bundle, with G the fiber
space and M the base space.
A further property of the systems we are investigating
is that their dynamics are simplified through consideration
in terms of body coordinates. When expressed in body
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coordinates, the Lagrangians, L(q, q̇), of these systems are
independent of the fiber variables, and as such can be
replaced with the reduced Lagrangian, l(ξ, r, ṙ), where ξ is
the body velocity, the fiber velocity expressed in the instantaneous local coordinate frame of the robot. The relationship
between ġ and ξ, for a robot which translates and rotates in
the plane, and whose fiber space is thus SE(2), is illustrated
in Fig. 1. A useful interpretation of the three components of
ξ in SE(2) is that ξx is the longitudinal velocity, ξy the
lateral velocity, and ξθ the rotational velocity of the system.
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As we are interested in locomotion, i.e. how patterned
joint motions result in position changes, we define several
operations in the shape space of a robot: shape changes and
gaits.
Definition 3.1 (Shape change): A shape change ψ ∈ Ψ is
a trajectory in the base space M of the robot over an interval
I = [0, T ], i.e.
ψ:I→M

Φ = {φ ∈ Ψ | φ(0) = φ(T )}.

x

x

(3)

t 7→ r.
Having defined shape changes, we now formally define
gaits.
Definition 3.2 (Gait): A gait φ ∈ Φ is a cyclic shape
change, i.e.

ξ

b

y

B. Shape Changes

(4)

Note that a gait has a defined start point; two gaits whose
images in M are the same closed curve, but with different
start points, are distinct.

(a) Fiber velocity.

(b) Body velocity.

Fig. 1.
Two representations of the velocity of a robot. The robot,
represented by the triangle, is translating up and to the right, while spinning
counterclockwise. In (a), the fiber velocity, ġ, is measured with respect to
the global frame. The body velocity, ξ, in (b) is the fiber velocity represented
in the robot’s instantaneous local coordinate frame.

Similarly, the constraints on these systems are solely functions of the shape variables and body velocity. Together, these
body representations of the robot dynamics and constraints
can in turn be used to formulate a connection [4] on Q which
defines allowable combinations of body and shape velocities.
Here, this lets us reduce control of the whole system to
control of the robot’s shape. We use the connection to build
the reconstruction equation [4] for the system,
ξ = −A(r)ṙ + Γ(r)p,

(1)

where A(r) is a matrix denoting the local form of the
mixed nonholonomic connection, Γ(r) is the momentum
distribution function, and p is the generalized nonholonomic
momentum, which is directed along the unconstrained fiber
directions of the system. [4]
For two important classes of underactuated systems, the
generalized momentum drops out of the equation [6]. Principally kinematic systems have as many constraints as fiber
degrees of freedom, and thus no generalized momentum. The
equations of motion for purely mechanical systems are based
solely on conservation of momentum, which results in ṗ = 0.
When the robot starts at rest, i.e. p(0) = 0, the generalized
momentum remains zero for all time. For both classes of
systems, the reconstruction equation is thus further reduced
to the kinematic reconstruction equation,
ξ = −A(r)ṙ.

(2)

and the local connection thus acts as a kind of Jacobian, mapping from velocities in the base space to the corresponding
body velocity. For the rest of this paper, we will limit our
attention to these kinematic systems.

IV. C ONNECTION V ECTOR F IELDS
A key feature of the integration approaches in [6] and
[13] is that for low dimensional base spaces, the Stokes’s
theorem integrands can be plotted as height functions on
the base space. Positive, negative, or zero motions in each
fiber component can then be generated by choosing gaits
(closed paths on the base space) that correspondingly encircle
positive, negative, or zero volume under the height functions
– gait design is simplified to intuitively drawing curves on
the base space.
As Stokes’s theorem provides solutions for net integrals on
closed paths, the height functions are only applicable to finding the bulk motions resulting from gaits. Specifically, they
provide no information about either the intermediate motions, which are important when navigating a robot through
obstacles, or the motion resulting from a robot transitioning
between two different shapes. To address these limitations,
we present here a novel design tool, the connection vector
field.
Similarly to height functions, connection vector fields are
defined on the base space of the robot and capture the
relationship between shape changes and their resulting fiber
motions. They facilitate intuitive design and analysis of shape
changes, by indicating the fiber motion resulting from curves
drawn arbitrarily on the base space. However, connection
vector fields relate base and fiber motion differentially,
allowing for the analysis of intermediate motions and open
(non-gait) shape changes.
A. Connection Vector Field Definition
The basic formulation of our new approach is similar to
that of the height functions. As with the height functions,
we consider each row of the connection matrix. Instead of
invoking Stokes’s theorem, however, we create connection
~ ξi (r) on M , where the vectors in the vector
vector fields A
field associated with the ith fiber direction are the natural
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duals of the covectors in the ith row of the negative local
connection,
~ ξi (r) = −Ai (r)♯ .
A
(5)

Center of mass

α2

From the equivalence of the vector/covector product and the
dot product, i.e.,
X
ω j vj = ω ♯ · v,
(6)
ωv =

(x, y)

y

θ

α1

x

j

for a vector v and a covector ω, we have a new expression
for the kinematic reconstruction equation in (2),
~ ξi (r) · ṙ.
ξi = A

(7)

Considering the local connection as a set of vector fields
with the dot product operator brings strong geometric intuition to the problem of designing shape changes. The
geometric interpretation of the dot product in (7) is
~ ξi (r) · ṙ = kA
~ ξi (r)kkṙk cos Θ,
ξi = A

(8)

where Θ is the angle between the vectors. Taking the cos Θ
~ ξi (r) and ṙ, ξi
term as a measure of the alignment of A
is positive, negative, or zero when the two vectors have
correspondingly positive, negative, or zero alignment, and
~ ξi and ṙ.
is scaled by the magnitudes of A
By plotting a shape change ψ together with each of the
~ ξi (r) fields, we can thus easily observe the resulting fiber
A
~ ξi k
motion in body coordinates, by observing Θ and kA
along ψ. Note that we are intentionally disregarding kṙk in
this observation. While kξk scales with kṙk, the duration
of ψ is inversely proportional to the latter term, which thus
drops out when considering displacements, as we expect for
a kinematic system.

Fig. 2. Model for a floating snake. The fiber coordinates are the x, y
position of the center of mass and the orientation θ of the middle link with
respect to the x axis of the fixed coordinate system. The shape coordinates
are α1 and α2 , the angles of the two joints.

Eliminating the zero rows from (9) and applying (7)
reduces this reconstruction equation to
 
~ ξθ (α1 , α2 ) · α̇1 ,
(10)
ξθ = A
α̇2
where


~ ξθ (α1 , α2 ) = − 1 a31
A
D

a32

T

.

(11)

As a first example of the connection vector field principle,
we take the three-link floating planar snake, shown in Fig. 2.
It has three links which move in the plane, unconstrained
except by their joints. Taking g for the system as the position
of the center of mass and the orientation of the middle link,
and r as the joint angles α1 and α2 , the reconstruction
equation for the snake, normalized for link length, is
 


ξx
0
0  
1
α̇
0  1 ,
ξ = ξy  = −  0
(9)
α̇2
D
ξθ
a31 a32

~ ξθ along with a sample gait φ in Fig. 3(a), where
We plot A
T
φ = α1 α2 has

π
− 1 + 2 cos (t + .19) + sin (t + .19)
(12)
α1 (t) =
4

π
α2 (t) =
1 + 2 cos (t + .19) − sin (t + .19) . (13)
4

T
The shape velocity φ̇ = α̇1 α̇2
at time t is a tangent
vector to φ at φ(t). It is clear that φ̇(t) has positive alignment
~ ξθ (φ(t)) over the first segment of the gait and negative
with A
alignment over the second segment, with zero alignment at
the start, end, and transition between segments; we can thus
immediately conclude that the robot rotates first positively,
then negatively while executing the gait, as seen in Fig. 3(b).
~ ξθ for
Closer observation of Figure 3(a) reveals that A
the floating snake has approximately constant magnitude and
that its curvature results in the negatively aligned segment
2 being longer than the positively aligned segment 1. This
property results in a net negative rotation for the gait, and is
closely related to the results in [6], whose height functions
correspond to the curl of the connection vector fields.

where

C. Differential drive car

B. Floating snake robot

a31 = 5 + 3 cos (α2 ) + cos (α1 − α2 )
a32 = 5 + 3 cos (α1 ) + cos (α1 − α2 )
D = 19 + 6(cos (α1 ) + cos (α2 )) + 2 cos (α1 − α2 ).
The presence of two zero rows in (9) reflects the use of the
center of mass of the floating snake to represent its position;
by conservation of momentum, the center of mass, having
started at rest, cannot acquire a nonzero velocity. The robot
can, however, rotate so long as its net angular momentum is
zero; the third row of the local connection is thus non-zero.

The floating snake is a special case, as it has only one
non-zero connection vector field. Most systems will have
multiple connection vector fields, which must be considered
simultaneously. To illustrate this process, we examine the
connection vector fields for a differential drive car. While
the differential drive has relatively simple kinematics and has
been extensively studied through conventional means, this
simplicity allows us to highlight key aspects of our approach.
Normalized for wheel radius and body width, the reconstruction equation for the differential drive car shown in
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Fig. 3. Sample gait φ for the floating snake. In the first segment, the shape
~ ξθ , so the snake rotates positively. In
velocity φ̇ is positively aligned with A
the second segment, the φ̇ is negatively aligned with the connection vector
field, resulting in negative rotation.
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The two nonzero connection vector fields are thus


~ ξx (α1 , α2 ) = 1 1 T
A

x

(14)
(b) Fiber motion for the differential drive resulting from ψ.

(15)

and



~ ξθ (α1 , α2 ) = −1 1 T .
A

(16)

α1
θ

y

b

y
(x, y)

Fig. 5. A shape change for a differential drive car, with the effect that
the robot drives forward, turns clockwise in place, and continues to turn
clockwise while reversing.

b

x

α2
x

Fig. 4. Model for a differential drive car. The fiber coordinates are the
x, y position of the center of mass and the orientation θ with respect to the
x axis of the fixed coordinate system. The shape coordinates are α1 and
α2 , the angles of the two wheels.

The shape change ψ in Fig. 5 is divided into three stages.
~ ξx and orthogonal to
In the first stage, ψ̇ is aligned with A
ξθ
~
A . The resulting motion in the fiber space is that the robot
~ ξθ
drives forwards. In the second stage, ψ̇ is aligned with A
ξx
~
and perpendicular to A ; the robot correspondingly rotates
in place. In the third and final stage, ψ̇ has positive alignment
~ ξθ and negative alignment with A
~ ξx , leading to the
with A
robot turning while reversing.

our connection vector fields can provide true, novel insight
for motion planning for these systems.
The three link kinematic snake is shown in Fig. 6. We take
the x, y position and orientation θ of the middle link of the
robot as its fiber position, and the joint angles α1 and α2 as
the shape. A passive wheelset on each link prevents lateral
motion while allowing longitudinal and rotational motion.
Normalized for link length, the reconstruction equation for
the kinematic snake is


1 + cos (α2 ) 1 + cos (α1 )  
1 
 α̇1 ,
0
0
(17)
ξ=−
α̇2
D
− sin (α2 )
− sin (α1 )
where D = sin (α1 ) − sin (α2 ) + sin (α1 − α2 ). The two
nonzero connection vector fields are thus


~ ξx (α1 , α2 ) = − 1 1 + cos (α2 ) 1 + cos (α1 ) T
A
D
and


~ ξθ (α1 , α2 ) = − 1 − sin (α2 ) − sin (α1 ) T .
A
D

D. Kinematic snake
Finally, we consider the kinematic snake [6]. This system
has both the richly shape-variant kinematics of the floating
snake and the multiple connection vector fields of the differential drive car. The shape-variance makes the locomotion of
the kinematic snake far less intuitive than that of the car, so

(18)

(19)

These vector fields, along with two gaits taken from [6],
are plotted in Fig. 7(a). Due to singularities in the vector
fields at the lines α1 = ±π, α2 = ±π, and α1 = α2 ,
we present these plots with an angle-preserving arctangent
scaling on the magnitudes of the connection vector fields [6].
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Optical mice

Passive wheels
Fig. 8. Physical instantiation of the kinematic snake. Two optical mice on
the middle link provide odometry data, including an estimation of constraint
slip.

Thus far, we have applied our techniques to kinematic
systems with two shape variables and two nonzero connection vector fields. In our future work, we will expand our
methods to work with systems with more degrees of freedom
in both the base and fiber spaces, and those which have
second order dynamics, such as the mixed systems of [14].
We will also seek to combine the connection vector fields
with the height function methods from [6] and [13]. There is
a strong opportunity for synergy between these approaches,
with the height functions providing information about the net
displacements from gaits while the connection vector fields
deal with the intermediate motion.
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(b) Motion of the physical kinematic snake
while executing the gait.
Fig. 9.

Demonstration gait for the physical kinematic snake.

snake to slip in the constraining wheels, which we both
observed and recorded via the optical mouse odometry.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented a new technique for intuitively understanding the motion of underactuated kinematic
systems with symmetry. Through representing the local
connections of these systems as sets of vector fields on
the base space, we have been able to identify portions of
shape changes as generating forward, lateral, and rotational
fiber motion, without having to integrate the reconstruction
equation. Further, as our approach enables at-a-glance characterization of any shape change from a single set of plots,
it serves well as a design tool for generating shape changes
which result in specific net and intermediate fiber motions.
Unlike previous tools, the connection vector field approach
works well for all shape changes, and is not limited to gaits.
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